The next step of the change from the current European Union to what could be called a European Police State might be the infectious diseases which are coming to us from Asia and Africa. It's not just about long-extinct epidemics such as the plague, cholera, diphtheria, tuberculosis, smallpox, polio, hepatitis, scabies etc. It's also about endemic and relatively new diseases, such as Ebola, SARS and MERS. Germany is dealing with this threat in the same matter-of-fact way as they do with the so-called refugee problem, by having local authorities forcing students to clean garbage and waste left behind by migrants. In this context, the threat of mass outbreaks can lead to the fact that the European Police State may soon come up with the idea that, for "our own good", all EU members must be forcibly vaccinated - taking, for example, into consideration the fact that recently, in a refugee camp in Belgium, a person was found to be sick with tuberculosis.

Parallel societies

In addition to the emerging disease in Europe, with it also comes an increase in criminal activities by the so-called 'immigrants', something governments and the corporate media, of course, deliberately do not inform us about. Immigrants create their own so-called 'parallel societies', living their separate lives and not assimilating into the countries they find themselves in. Those 'parallel societies' are now an incubator for emerging and increasingly well organised criminal groups. Currently, in countries besieged by refugees, rape, sexual harassment and physical attacks on houses, robberies, burglaries, drug trafficking and street robberies are a daily occurrence. As reported by the German Bild, twelve Arab clans have control over the criminal world of Berlin. The authors say that the clans that buy and sell drugs, rob banks and break into houses. They also introduced a "parallel justice" system, resolving conflicts with the help of mediators from other crime families.

If this trend is not stopped, these so-called refugees will become one of the most organized crime groups in Europe. Firstly, because they are treated on preferential terms in relation to the indigenous inhabitants of the communities they live in. Secondly, because even after arrest they are often immediately released. Thirdly, German police is becoming less and less effective, because of the number of refugees.

In a confidential report, "leaked" to Die Welt, it was revealed that the Hamburg police force has virtually capitulated to the teenage migrants, who are more numerous than the officers and whose actions are just too much to deal with. Franz Solms-Laubbach, the author of the book "Das Ende der Sicherheit: Warum die Polizei uns nicht mehr schützen kann" ("The End of Security: Why the police are no longer able to protect us"), blames the German legislators for budget cuts and reductions of jobs, which have led to a situation in which the police are simply unable to do their job.

Underfunded and with deteriorating morale, the German police force certainly cannot be effective. Especially in a situation in which 'parallel societies' are increasingly expanding their spheres of influence. This happens due to the preferential terms offered by governments for refugees in relation to indigenous peoples. And that for many of them joining organized crime is the only way of making a living in another country, seeing as they do not know the language, have any qualifications or show any real desire to assimilate with the community in which they live.
In connection with the situation in Germany and other countries, “street games” are now joined so-called hooligans who naively think that, when faced with Islamist extremists trained in the Middle East, they have any sort of chance.

Sven Lau, a German Islamic campaigner, commented on this in a humorous fashion: “I am astonished that they were able to incite this mob against us we have never had any problems we have nothing to do with soccer and they have nothing to do with religion – Islam. But if they are looking for problems they can gladly have them. This isn’t a soccer game. If they get to close to us they need to know that this is a game of life and death.”

A Police Union

Russia’s win in Syria could lead to a situation in which ISIS shave off their beards and dress up as women to arrive to Europe. Here, in safe and comfortable conditions, and most importantly without Russian bombing over their heads, they will be able to continue their ‘war’. Except that this time mainly against European ‘infidel’ civilians and the number one enemy: Rome, and the Pope.

If it comes to this scenario, Putin will take the blame for smoking them out from Syria and bringing them to Europe, as well as for having the impudence to ‘annoy’ US ‘assets’ in the Middle East, that now with Putin to blame they will seek to have their revenge on all of us. This kind of propaganda leads to a fear of terrorists in Europe and the blaming for their potential attacks on Putin who ‘unduly’ ‘teased’ them. This is the kind of narration, through the example of CNN, we are dealing now.

“We cannot let them (the Islamic terrorists) return to their homes and use their Syrian experience there,” Putin said at the meeting of Heads of Member States of the Community of Independent States.

However Europe, flooding itself with untested masses of refugees is using quite the opposite tactic. However this time, Putin cannot clean up after everybody.

The so-called crisis of refugees, as well as setting people in Europe against each other as supporters and opponents, introducing destabilization by the threat of terrorism from ISIS and the threat of mass pandemic, also introduces some new ‘pro-democracy’ solutions:

The new Paris proposal, which is to be named “smart borders”, involves fingerprinting and facial scanning of all citizens of EU member states. The French want to use the migration crisis and the related threat of terrorism as an excuse to build a database, which will include biometric data of every citizen of the EU.

Bremen authorities allowed the temporary confiscation of vacant properties, even against the wishes of the owners, in the absence of other accommodation sites for immigrants. And those ran out some time ago. According to the law, unused buildings and land plots with an area exceeding 300 square meters can be taken over by the authorities. The owners of the confiscated property is entitled to compensation. Because it is not limited facilities for farm buildings, theoretically, it could also apply to private housing.

Censorship

As we can see on the side prisonplanet.com “Those found guilty of “refugee baiting” remarks will be hit with fines up to €5000 euros or 120 days in jail. The program will be overseen by Network Against Nazis (Netz gegen Nazis), a group led by left-wing activist Anetta Kahane.

As we previously reported, Kahane worked as a Stasi informant under the codename “Victoria” from 1974-1982. The Stasi’s role was to spy on the population of East Germany and to use its vast network of informants to hunt down political dissidents.”

In Poland, for example, the Stefan Batory Foundation, founded by the famous Jewish speculator, George Soros, gained as much as 150 million zlotys for a program which will be one of the pillars of the fight against homophobia, anti-Semitism, xenophobia and all forms of discrimination. Criticism of the Islamic invasion may soon be strictly prohibited, as it shall be construed as ‘hate speech’.

This leads to a situation in which you might be reported to the police for being critical of Islam, or the so-called refugee issue, when making entries on Facebook or commenting under online articles, through the monitoring of these entries by different ‘pro-democracy foundations’.

An example of this is what recently happened to the Polish emeritus Professor Boguslaw Wolniewicz. After the publication of his recordings on You Tube, in which he says that one must "sink the boat with so-called immigrants, and not save it! ", the police paid him a visit after they made him a denunciation of the prosecution.
All of these forms of support for so-called refugees are happening at the moment of the underfunding of the German police, jobs cuts, declining morale and social authority as well as increasing inefficiency. Added to this, it is also a matter of growing of silence by the mainstream media and governments of serious crimes committed by the so-called refugees in Europe. An example is the outrage caused by the lack of reaction from the Swedish government to the murder of a mother and her son; Caroli and Emil Herlin in Swedish IKEA. As a result, on the 15th of September on Sergels Torg, the main market in Stockholm, hundreds of protesters demanded the resignation of the government.

However perhaps Germany will be able to reverse this trend. Recently, the German Bild published information that Germany has to take responsibility for deporting immigrants by military aircraft as well as introduce limits for intake of refugees.

At the end of having to prove that they are no longer Nazis, the Israeli Prime Minister Banjamin Nataniahu released them from this by saying that Hitler did not want the genocide of the Jews until he met with the Grand Mufti of Jerusalem, Muhammad Amin al-Husanim.

This is judging by comments made by the German government spokesman Steffen Seibert.

‘I see no reason we changed our view of the story in any way. We know that the responsibility for a crime against humanity is a German and our very great extent *.

So we see that Germany very much cherishes its memory of the role they played in history. As a consequence, their abandonment of the process of ‘repenting’ for their Nazi past can now go a little more laboriously.

*Konrad Stachnio is an independent Poland based journalist, he hosted a number of radio and TV programs for the Polish edition of Prison Planet, exclusively for the online magazine “New Eastern Outlook”.*